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Description

9

PATRICK DANICA: (1982- ) American racing Driver. The most successful woman in the racing cars history. Patrick won the Indy Japan
300, being the only ever win by a woman in an Indy Car race. Signed colour 10 x 8 Photograph, the image depicting Patrick in a three
quarter sensual pose. Signed in bold ...[more]

10

ALI MUHAMMAD: (1942-2016) American Boxer, World Heavyweight Champion. Signed colour 8 x 11 printed image to a page removed
from a book or programme, depicting Ali in a full length boxing action pose in a ring, landing a punch on his opponent Joe Frazier.
Signed ('Muhammad Ali') in black ink with his ...[more]

12

YASHIN LEV: (1929-1990) Russian football Goalkeeper. Also known as the Black Spider. Signed 4 x 6 postcard photograph by Yashin,
the image depicting the Russian goalkeeper in a full length pose in action. Signed to the white lower border in blue ink with his name
alone. EX £80-100

23

LUMIERE AUGUSTE: (1862-1954) French Pioneer Filmmaker, along with his brother Louis. An attractive D.S., `Lumiere´, twice, one
page, Lyon, 15th April 1896, in French. The large partially printed document, bearing the A. Lumiere & Sons attractive printed heading to
the left border, being a signed ...[more]

24

CHAPLIN CHARLES: (1889-1977) English Film Comedian, Academy Award winner. A good signed 4 x 5.5 photograph by Chaplin, the
image depicting the English artist in a head and shoulders pose. Signed (`Salutations de Charles Chaplin´) in bold black ink to the lower
white border of the image. EX £400-500 ...[more]

27

FILM DIRECTORS : Small selection of signed 8 x 10 photographs, and one 7 x 5, by various film directors comprising Academy Award
winners Martin Scorsese and Milos Forman, also Eugene Levy, Gus Van Sant and Kirill Serebrennikov. All are boldly signed to clear
areas of the images. All signatures obtai ...[more]

36

SARANDON SUSAN: (1946- ) American Actress and Activist. Academy Award winner. Signed colour 8 x 10 photograph by Sarandon,
the image depicting the awarded actress in a sensual three quarter length pose. Signed in blue ink to a clear area of the image, and
MEG RYAN (1961- ) American Actress. Signed c ...[more]

38

ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS: A good selection of signed 8 x 10 photographs by various actors and actresses, comprising Patricia
Arquette in a scene of True Romance (1993), Richard Attenborough, Judi Dench, Jeff Bridges, Jennifer Connelly, Angela Lansbury,
Chris Cooper, Ellen Burstyn, Mira Sorvino and Dian ...[more]

39

JOLSON AL : (1886-1950) American Singer, Actor and Entertainer. Often referred to as `The World´s Greatest Entertainer´ of his time.
Best remembered as the star of The Jazz Singer (1927). Vintage signed postcard photograph, the image depicting Jolson in a head and
shoulders pose. Signed in blue foun ...[more]

40

HENIE SONJA: (1912-1969) Norwegian Skater and film Actress. Henie was three times Olympic Champion and multiple times World
Champion, and in the 1940´s she was one of the highest-paid Hollywood stars. Vintage signed postcard photograph by Henie in the
1930´s, the Fox-Europa image shows the artist st ...[more]

41

KELLY GENE: (1912-1996) American Dancer & Actor. Signed 8 x 10 photograph by Kelly, the image depicting the American artist in a
full length pose, skating in a famous shot scene from It´s Always Fair Weather (1955). Signed in bold black ink to a clear area of the
image. VG £80-100

46

CYRUS MILEY RAY: (1992- ) American Singer, Songwriter and Actress. Well known for her role on the Disney television series Hannah
Montana. Signed colour 8 x 10 photograph by Cyrus, the image showing the American awarded artist standing in a back attractive pose.
Signed in bold blue ink across the im ...[more]

48

CASABLANCA : A Warner Bros. film (1942) directed by Michael Curtiz. Academy Award winner for Best Picture. Small selection of
signed photographs by various actors and actresses of the international film´s cast, comprising Paul Henreid (1908-1992) Austrian-born
American Actor. Signed 10 x 8 photograp ...[more]

49

WAR FILMS : Selection of signed 8 x 10 photographs (3), and 4 x 6 ones (3), by various British film actors and actresses, well-known for
their roles in different war films, comprising Angus Lennie, Richard Leech, Andrew Keir in a scene of Zeppelin (1971), Peter Barkworth,
Patrick Wymark and Sylvia S ...[more]

57

ACTRESSES: Selection of vintage signed 8 x 10 photographs, some slightly smaller, by various American film actresses, including Jane
Alexander, Binnie Barnes, Kathy Bates, Mary Carlisle, Jeff Donnell, Arlene Francis, Julie Harris, Susan Howard, Evelyn Knight, Peggy
Lee, Mary Martin, Elsa Maxwell, Pa ...[more]

62

ACTORS: A good selection of vintage signed 8 x 10 photographs, some slightly smaller, by various American film actors, including
Eddie Albert, Don Ameche, Frankie Avalon, Billy Barty, Charles Butterworth, Charles Durning, Peter Fonda, Judd Hirsch, John
Houseman, Horace McMahon, Hal March, John Marle ...[more]

63

CINEMA: Selection of signed 5 x 3 cards, some slightly larger, few to 12mo pages removed from an autograph album, by various film
actors and actresses, including Kenneth Branagh, Miranda Richardson, Elke Sommer, Liv Ullmann, Louis Jourdan, Lili Palmer,
Christopher Lambert, Isabella Rossellini, Simon ...[more]

69

CINEMA : Selection of signed 8 x 10 photographs by various film actors and actresses, most being promotional press images,
comprising Til Schweiger (an excellent photograph showing Schweiger in costume as Cynric in the film King Arthur, 2004), Matt Dillon,
Damian Lewis, Gillian Anderson (on a Promo ...[more]

70

CINEMA: Selection of vintage multiple signed 8 x 10 photographs and smaller, by various film actors and actresses, mostly British,
including Peggy Ashcroft, Rozsi Barsony, Jacqueline Bisset, Jack Buchanan, Charles Dance, Diomira Jacobini, Marthe Keller, Isa
Miranda, Dudley Moore, Barry Morse, Anthon ...[more]

79

KRISTEL SYLVIA: (1952-2012) Dutch Actress, best remembered for her leading role in five of the seven Emmanuelle films 1974-1993.
A good and scarce signed 8 x 10 photograph by Kristel, the silver print image depicting the Dutch actress in a half length sensual pose.
Signed in bold black ink, with her ...[more]

80

LA VIE D´ADELE: Blue is the Warmest Colour (2013) is a French erotic romantic drama film which was awarded with the Palme d´Or at
the 2013 Cannes Film Festival. It is also the first film to have the Palme d'Or awarded to both the director and the lead actresses.
Signed 8 x 10 photograph by French ac ...[more]

93

GERMAN CINEMA: Selection of vintage signed Ross postcard photographs by various German actors and actresses, comprising Grete
Mosheim, Alexa Engstrom, Hans Junkermann, Carl de Vogt, Jenny Jugo, Karl Schonbock, Lucie Englisch, Kathe Gold, Willy Fritsch,
Liane Haid and Werner Kraus. All are boldly sig ...[more]

96

AUTOGRAPH ALBUM: A good slim oblong 8vo autograph album containing over sixty five signatures, most with statements, all of them
obtained in 1947, by various French artists, singers, actors and actresses, playwrights, etc.. including, Maurice Chevalier adding an
inscription `Oh! How much this white ...[more]

109

DOMBASLE ARIELLE: (1953- ) American-born French Singer, Actress and Model. Signed 8 x 10 photograph, the attractive image
showing the French actress standing in a half length sensual profile pose. Signed in bold blue ink with her name alone. VG £80-100

112

FOX VIVICA: (1964- ) American Actress. Fox has co-starred and produced the crime drama series Missing. Signed colour 10 x 8
photograph by Fox, the attractive image showing the American actress standing in a three quarter length sensual pose. Signed in bold
black ink to a large clear area to the left ...[more]

133

MARTHA & THE VANDELLAS: American female vocal group. Vintage multiple signed 10 x 12.5 photograph, the Gordy Recording
Artists promotional image showing the Martha & The Vandellas three singers in a close up record sleeve pose. Individually signed in
blue felt tip `Love & God Bless, Mart ...[more]

134

BAKER JOSEPHINE: (1906-1975) African-American Dancer and Singer. An excellent signed 4 x 6 photograph of Baker, the image
depicting the artist standing in a full length pose, wearing an attractive show costume. Signed in bold dark ink (`Souvenir de Josephine
Baker´) to a partially clear area of the ...[more]

138

HOOKER JOHN LEE : (1917-2001) American blues Singer, Guitarist and Songwriter. A good signed 8 x 10 photograph by Hooker, the
promotional Pointblank image depicting the blues artist star in a close-up head and shoulders pose with his guitar. Signed in bold black
ink to a clear area of the image. EX ...[more]

140

HENDRIX JIMI: (1942-1970) American Musician and electric Guitarist, one of the greatest icons in the history of popular music. An
extremely rare and exceptional vintage colour multiple signed Woodstock 16.5 x 23.5 poster. The iconic Woodstock live concert poster
depicting a man and a woman in a psyc ...[more]

141

JAGGER MICK: (1943- ) English Rock Musician, lead Singer of The Rolling Stones. An excellent signed record sleeve for She´s the
Boss (1983), the solo album debut by Jagger. The front image record sleeve shows a young Jagger, laying in a half length pose. Signed
in bold black ink with his name alone ...[more]

143

ABBA: Swedish pop musical group. Colour signed 8 x 10 photograph by two of the four members of the Swedish pop group, the image
depicting the band standing in a three quarter length pose. Individually signed in 2008 by Benny Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus in bold
blue ink across the image. VG £80-100 ...[more]

144

STREISAND BARBRA: (1942- ) American Actress and Singer. Academy Award winner. A good and unusual signed 8 x 10 photograph
by Streisand, the image depicting the actress in a head and shoulders pose. Signed in bold black ink to the bottom right clear area of the
image. VG £150-200

150

COCKER JOE: (1944-2014) English Singer and Musician. Signed colour 8 x 10 photograph by Cocker, the promotional Parlophone
image depicting the singer in a close-up portrait pose. Signed `Joe Cocker´, in bold blue ink across the image. Together with John
McLaughlin (1942- ) also known as Mahavishnu. ...[more]

151

BONO: (1960- ) Irish Singer and Songwriter. Best known as the lead Vocalist of rock band U2. A good signed 6 x 8 card, a bold and
large black ink signature example. Matted in black beneath a colour 6 x 8 photograph showing bono performing, to an overall size of 10
x 12. Autograph obtained in person ...[more]

153

SHANKAR RAVI: (1920-2012) Indian Musician, one of the best-known exponents of the sitar. Signed 4 x 5 photograph by Shankar, a
good and large signature example, the promotional image depicting the musician in a close-up profile portrait pose with his Sitar. Signed
in bold black ink to the white left ...[more]

154

POP MUSIC: Small selection of signed 8 x 10 photographs, one slightly larger and one 5 x 7, by various Pop Music Singers comprising
Tina Turner, Rod Stewart, Shirley Bassey, Cassandra Wilson, Lena Horne and Bill Wyman. All images are boldly signed to clear areas
of the images. VG, 6 £80-100

155

POP MUSIC : Selection of colour signed 8 x 10 photographs by various pop singers and artists, comprising Courtney Love, Alice
Cooper, Chris Farlowe, Rebekka Bakken, Queen Esther Marrow, Jack DeJohnette, Omara Portuondo, and Monty Alexander. All are
boldly signed to clear areas of the images. EX, 8 ...[more]

156

SOUSA JOHN PHILIP: (1854-1932) American Composer. An excellent vintage black and white picture postcard depicting 'Blue Room,
White House, Washington, D.C.'. Signed ('John Philip Sousa') to a clear area of the picture. Above his signature, Sousa has added an
autograph musical quotation of four bars ...[more]

157

FITELBERG JERZY: (1903-1951) Polish-American Composer. A good A.M.Q.S., `Yours, Jerzy and Fitelberg, Inc´, two pages, on two
adjoining sheets, large score folios, New York, 30th January 1950. Fitelberg has carefully penned a fifty one bars quote which he
identifies as `Recitativo´, with the text of ...[more]

165

LEHAR FRANZ: (1870-1948) Austrian Composer. Vintage signed and inscribed 3.5 x 5 postcard photograph of Lehar in a head and
shoulders pose. Signed and inscribed in bold dark blue fountain pen ink to a clear area at the base of the image, and dated 31st
January 1935 in his hand. VG £80-100

167

HINDEMITH PAUL: (1895-1963) German Composer. Signed page, small 8vo, `Paul Hindemith´. Signed in bold black ink across the
image on a page removed from an autograph album. To the verso bearing another autograph dated in 1954. Right edge very slightly
trimmed and very small overall foxing stains. G ...[more]

168

ANSERMET ERNEST: (1883-1969) Swiss Conductor and Musicologist. Attractive A.M.Q.S., E. Ansermet, on a large oblong 4to page
removed from an album, Hilversum, February 1940. Ansermet has neatly penned two bars of music from an unidentified composition,
adding his signature and date immediately above. ...[more]

181

MASCAGNI PIETRO: (1863-1945) Italian Composer. Signed postcard photograph by Mascagni, the G. Cerri image, from Pisa, depicting
the Italian composer in a head and shoulders formal pose. Signed in bold black ink to a partially clear area at the base of the image,
also dated `Lucca´ 1st of October 192 ...[more]

199

OPERA : A good selection of signed 5 x 7 photographs, one slightly smaller, by various opera singers including Teresa Stratas, Ileana
Cotrubas, Jose Cura, Hildegard Behrens, Gwyneth Jones, Inge Borkh, Massimo Giordano, Annette Dash, Christian Zacharias, etc… All
are boldly signed to clear areas of t ...[more]

200

OPERA : A good selection of signed 5 x 7 photographs by various opera singers including Montserrat Caballé (in a scene of Un Ballo in
Maschera), Kiri te Kanawa, Benvenuto Franci, Raina Kaiwanska, Rudolf Holtenau, Frederick Jagel, Elly Ameling, Anna Tomowa-Sintow,
Elisabeth Reichelt, etc… All are bol ...[more]

203

LIVINGSTONE DAVID: (1813-1873) Scottish Missionary & Explorer of Africa. A.L.S., David Livingstone, (the original signature neatly
excised and replaced with a signature from a different letter, and in a slightly different tone of ink), four pages, 8vo, Albemarle Street,
12th December 1857, to 'M ...[more]

204

[PRIESTLEY JOSEPH]: (1733-1804) English Theologian, Natural Philosopher & Chemist, credited with the discovery of Oxygen. An
unusual A.L., possibly unsigned, in an unidentified hand, one page, 8vo, n.p., 18th January 1767. The letter is dated and annotated at
the head `Rev.d Dr…Priestley at Warr ...[more]

228

YOKO ONO : (1933- ) Japanese Artist and peace Activist. Best known for being the second wife of the Beatles John Lennon. A good
and attractive signed 10 x 8 photograph by Yoko Ono, the image depicting the artist in a full length pose, standing on a ladder opposite
a big archive files. Signed in bold ...[more]

229

HETZEL PIERRE-JULES: (1814-1886) French Publisher. Best remembered for his magnificient illustrated editions of Jules Verne´s
novels. A.L.S., `J. Hetzel´, one page, 4to, n.p., n.d., to Cadot, in French. Hetzel states in part `..I have found your written message, but I
have seen so many things and pe ...[more]

230

NADAR: (1820-1910) French Photographer, Caricaturist and Balloonist. His real name being Felix Tournachon. An excellent A.L.S.,
Nadar, two pages, 8vo, written to the front and fourth page permitting full framing, Marseille, September 1900, on his personal and very
attractive printed stationery, to a ...[more]

233

ROCKWELL NORMAN: (1894-1978) American Painter and Illustrator. Brief T.L.S., Norman Rockwell, one page, 8vo, Stockbridge,
Massachusetts, 4th February 1976, to Mr. Smith. Rockwell responds to his correspondent's request and forwards a signed photograph
(no longer present). VG £80-100

237

EPSTEIN JACOB: (1880-1959) American-born British Sculptor. Collection of ten A.Ls.S., Jacob Epstein, nineteen pages (total), 8vo,
Hyde Park Gate, Kensington, 28th October 1953 to 10th June 1954, each to David Hardman, secretary of the Sir Stafford Cripps
Memorial Trust. In the first letter Epstein i ...[more]

238

MOORE HENRY: (1898-1986) English Sculptor and Artist. Signed 6 x 4 paper photograph, the image showing a sculpture by Moore.
Signed in bold black ink with his name alone to the lower white border of the image. VG £60-80

240

CESAR: (1921-1998) César Baldaccini. French Sculptor. A leading figure of the Nouveau Réalisme movement. He is the creator of the
“César de Cinema” trophy, which is awarded to the best in French cinema. Signed 8 x 4 photograph by Cesar `Amitié, César´, the image
depicting one of Cesar´s main works ` ...[more]

246

GUS: (1911-1997) Gustave Erlich. French comic Cartoonist. Well remembered for his publications in French newspapers Le Figaro, Le
Canard Enchainé, and many others. An excellent signed original watercolour, `Gus´, one page, oblong folio, n.p., 1st March 1982, in
French. Gus has drawn a funny sketch s ...[more]

247

ADDAMS CHARLES: (1912-1988) American Cartoonist, creator of The Addams Family. Bold black fountain pen ink signature ('Chas
Addams') and inscription in his hand on a small 8vo sheet of printed stationery from The New Yorker. EX £80-100

270

DUBUFFET JEAN : (1901-1985) French Painter and Sculptor. Best known for founding the Art Brut movement. D.S., `Dubuffet´, the
document being an envelope hand addressed by Dubuffet. Signed to the verso , as sender, alongside his own address. To the upper
front left corner Dubuffet annotates `To forwa ...[more]

273

HARTUNG HANS: (1904-1989) German-French abstract Painter. Signed 8 x 7 paper photograph, the image showing an abstract
painting by Hartung. Signed in bold black ink to the lower white border. The photograph has been neatly affixed to a slightly larger card.
VG £100-120

274

FOLON JEAN-MICHEL: (1934-2005) Belgian Artist, Illustrator, Painter and Sculptor. An attractive first day cover oblong folding 8vo stiff
white card, featuring a painting of Folon to the front. Signed and inscribed by the Belgian artist to the inside right page, beneath two post
stamps showing two Fo ...[more]

276

BRUGUIERE FRANCIS: (1879-1945) American Photographer. A.L.S., Bruguiere, four pages, 8vo, London, 23rd March 1928, on his
personal printed stationery, to Werner. Bruguiere states in part `It seems impossible your letter came so long ago. You are now
doubtless sitting opposite curtains in the 42 St l ...[more]

277

SPRANGER EDUARD: (1882-1963) German Philosopher. Best known for his contribution to personality theory in his book
Lebensformen ("Types of Men"), 1914. An excellent and cleanly written A.L.S., `Eduard Spranger´, one page, 4to, Berlin, 26th March
1943, to Ulrich von Hassell, in German. The letter bea ...[more]

278

LOSSKY NIKOLAY: (1870-1965) Russian Philosopher. Creator of the Intuitive-Personalism philosophical concept. Signed 5.5 x 9 front
free endpaper page removed from a book, `N. Lossky´, also dated beneath 9th November 1908 in his hand. To the upper left corner and
written in another hand “M. Kutorga. 1 ...[more]

281

CHATEAUBRIAND FRANÇOIS-RENÉ DE: (1768-1848) French Writer, Politician and Historian. He is considered the founder of
Romanticism in French literature. A.L., one page, 8vo, n.p., n.d., to Duchess of Duras, in French. Chateaubriand states `I cannot meet
you any more. The Mess has prevented me of comin ...[more]

287

SAINTE-BEUVE CHARLES AUGUSTIN: (1804-1869) French literary Critic. Proust´s masterwork A la Recherche du temps perdu
develops the ideas contained in his well-known set of essays Contre Sainte-Beuve ("Against Sainte-Beuve"). A very interesting A.L.S.,
Ste-Beuve, one page, 8vo, n.p., n.d., Saturday, t ...[more]

305

COPPEE FRANÇOIS: (1842-1908) French Poet and Novelist. Also known as "The Poet of the Humble". A.N., on his personal printed
visiting card, bearing his name "François Coppée", and his Parisian address at "12, Rue Oudinot", Paris, 12th May, n.y., to an
unidentified correspondent, in French. Coppée ha ...[more]

307

GEFFROY GUSTAVE: (1855-1926) French Novelist, Journalist and art Critic. A founding member of the Academie Goncourt. A.L.S.,
`Gustave Geffroy´, one page, to the verso of a postcard photograph, n.p., n.d., to Monsieur Marjan, in French. Geffroy states `I give your
address to the Director of a literar ...[more]

310

PREVOST MARCEL: (1862-1941) French Author. Vintage signed postcard photograph by Prevost, with a funny statement in his hand,
the H. Manny image depicting the French writer in a formal half length pose. Prevost states `I certify that this portrait has nothing to do
with myself´ in French. Signed in ...[more]

322

PRISHVIN MIKHAIL: (1873-1954) Russian Soviet Writer. T.L.S., `M. Prishvin´, in Cyrillic, Moscow, one page, oblong 4to, 14th July
1935, to Alexander Ksenofontovich, in Cyrillic. Prishvin states in part `I have recently returned back home, without abandoning the idea
of having at my disposal an excell ...[more]

334

ROWLING J.K.: (1965- ) Joanne Rowling, British Novelist writing under the pen names J.K Rowling. Best known for writing the series
Harry Potter. Signed and inscribed book, being the 5.5 x 8 hardback edition and 607 pages of Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince,
First Edition, edited by Bloomsbury, ...[more]

336

HOLMES OLIVER WENDELL: (1809-1894) American Physician, Poet, Professor and Author. A.L.S., O W Holmes, three pages, 8vo,
Edinburgh, 27th June 1886, to Mr. Broadbent. Holmes responds to his correspondents letter, curtly stating 'I have found no time to
answer the letters which have followed one at di ...[more]

343

LAGERLOF SELMA: (1858-1940) Swedish Author, the first female writer to win the Nobel Prize for Literature, 1909. A.Q.S., Selma
Lagerlof, on an oblong 8vo card, n.p., n.d. Lagerlof has neatly penned the Latin phrase 'Labor improbus omnia vicit' (translated as 'hard
work conquers everything', adapted ...[more]

346

BUCK PEARL S.: (1892-1973) American Writer and Novelist, Pulitzer Prize winner 1932, Nobel Prize winner for Literature, 1938. T.L.S.,
Pearl S. Buck, one page, 4to, Perkasie, Pennsylvania, 8th April 1969, to Miss Drobac. Buck thanks her correspondent for their letter,
and continues, 'The autograph fo ...[more]

356

HILLARY EDMUND: (1919-2008) New Zealand Mountaineer, the first man, with Tenzing Norgay, to reach the summit of Mount Everest,
1953. A good D.S., `Ed. Hillary´, one page, folio, being a numbered certificate of gratefulness for the donation received for the edition of
the work Sagarmatha (1991). The ...[more]

359

LACEPEDE BERNARD GERMAIN DE: (1756-1825) French Naturalist. L.S., Cte de Lacepede, two pages, folio, Paris, 19th November
1813, to Baron Riouffe, in French, on stationery bearing the printed heading Legion d'Honneur. Lacepede replies to a request for
funding, stating 'I hasten to reply, Mr. Prefect ...[more]

361

SCHLIEMANN HEINRICH: (1822-1890) German Archaeologist. A Pioneer in the study of Bronze Age. Schliemann supported the idea
that Homer´s Iliad and Virgil´s Aeneid reflect true historical events. Rare A.L.S., `H. Schliemann´, one page, folio, St. Petersburg, 5th
January 1856, to F.C Quien, in German. ...[more]

367

OBERTH HERMANN: (1894-1989) Austro-Hungarian born, German Physicist. Widely considered one of the founding fathers of rockets
and astronautics. Signed 9.5 x 12 photograph by Oberth, the image being a French newspaper article reproduction, showing his work as
consultant in 1923 for the U.F.A film La ...[more]

368

DEBUS KURT: (1908-1983) German Rocket Scientist, worked alongside Wernher von Braun. Debus became the first director of the
Kennedy Space Centre in 1962. T.L.S., Kurt H. Debus, one page, 4to, Titusville, Florida, 3rd April 1959, to Reverend C. Greenway.
Debus informs his correspondent, in part, 'Inc ...[more]

376

LE BRIX JOSEPH: (1899-1931) French Aviator. And Lieutenant Commander in the French Navy. Well remembered for his around-theworld flight in 1927-1928 which included history's first flight across the South Atlantic Ocean. Signed 4 x 6 card by Le Brix in bold dark
blue pencil. Le Brix died at the earl ...[more]

377

BREGUET LOUIS: (1880-1955) French Aviator and Pioneer Aircraft Designer. Vintage signed postcard photograph of Breguet, the
image showing him seated in the cockpit of his aircraft, alongside three members of his team. To the upper right corner also showing a
small portrait of Breguet. The postcard w ...[more]

386

RITCHIE HENRY: (1876-1958) Henry Peel Ritchie. British Royal Navy Captain. Ritchie received the first Victoria Cross awarded to
naval personnel during the First World War for his courageous actions in November 1914, which left him seriously wounded. Attractive
signed colour printed oblong 9.5 x 5.5 ...[more]

388

MACARTHUR DOUGLAS: (1880-1964) American Military Leader of WWII. T.L.S., Douglas MacArthur, one page, 4to, General
Headquarters Southwest Pacific Area, 8th May 1944, to the Archbishop of Brisbane. A wartime letter, bearing the printed heading of the
Southeast Pacific Office of the Commander-in-chie ...[more]

393

BLUMENTRITT GUNTHER: (1892-1967) German Officer during Worl War I and further Nazi General during WWII. Blumentritt played a
main role on the planning of the invasion of Poland in 1939, and a year later on the invasion of France. He also participated in Operation
Barbarossa and planning the defense ...[more]

399

GOEBBELS JOSEPH: (1897-1945) German Politician, Reich Minister of Propaganda in Nazi Germany 1933-45. Rare vintage signed
and inscribed sepia 11.5 x 15.5 photograph, unusual in this size, the image depicting Goebbels in a profile head and shoulders pose.
Signed ('Dr. Goebbels') in dark fountain pen ...[more]

408

FRERON LOUIS-MARIE STANISLAS: (1754-1802) French Politician, member of the National Convention. Freron is remembered as the
infamous appointed to quell the Toulon rebellion. Failing as suitor for the hand of Pauline Bonaparte in 1801, he was sent by Napoleon
to Saint Domingue where he died from yell ...[more]

409

CAMBON PIERRE JOSEPH: (1756-1820) French Statesman, member of the National Convention, and a talented financial advisor.
Cambon drew up the first petition to proclaim a Republic in France in 1791. A good L.S., `Cambon l´ainé´, (`Cambon the elder´), one
page, 4to, Paris, 22nd March 1792, to Monsieur ...[more]

410

RABAUT JEAN-PAUL: (1743-1793) Jean-Paul Rabaut Saint-Etienne. French Revolutionary and Convention member. Leader of the
Protestants. Guillotined. A.N.S., `J.P.Rabaut´, one page, oblong 4to, Paris, 23rd March 1793, to M. Gush, in French. The document
being a five lines receipt, stating `I have receiv ...[more]

413

CHAUMETTE PIERRE GASPARD: (1763-1794) French Politician during the revolution period. Guillotinedat the age of 30. He acted as
prosecutor on the Girondists trial in 1793, and made a leading contribution to establishing the Reign of Terror. Chaumette held strong
anti-monarchy views before the Nationa ...[more]

414

LASOURCE: (1763-1793) Marc David Alba, known as Lasource, being the “nom de guerre” he adopted as a Protestant priest
prosecuted by official authorities. French Politician, President of the National Convention from April to May 1793 for a period of only
fourteen days. A month later Lasource was arre ...[more]

416

BOURBOTTE PIERRE: (1763-1795) French Revolutionary, Deputy and member of the National Convention. Bourbotte voted in favour
of the King´s Louis XVI execution. He also died guillotined at the early age of 32. A good and interesting L.S., `Bourbotte´, one page,
folio, n.p., n.d. [summer 1794], to the ...[more]

417

CLAUZEL & LOISEAU: Jean-Baptiste Clauzel (1746-1803) and Jean François Loiseau (1751-1809) French members of the
Convention. D.S., `Clauzel´ and `Loiseau´, twice the last, two pages, folio, Paris, 17th January 1794, in French. The attractive document
bears the heading of the Convention Nationale ...[more]

425

ROMME GILBERT: (1750-1795) President of the Convention 1793. French Politician and Mathematician who developed the French
Republican Calendar. He voted in favour of the death sentence for King Louis XVI. On 17th June 1795 Romme and five others were
sentenced to the guillotine. With a knife hidden, h ...[more]

430

BARRAS PAUL: (1755-1829) French Politician during French Revolution. Main executive leader of the Directory regime 1795-99. Large
D.S., P. Barras, one page, large folio, Paris, 13th January 1797, to Jean-Baptiste Gault, in French. The partially printed document is the
appointment of Jean-Baptiste Ga ...[more]

431

ESPAGNE JEAN LOUIS BRIGITTE : (1769-1809) French cavalry General, killed in the Essling battle at the early age of 30. Rare L.S.,
`Jean Espagne´, one page, 4to, Meuse, 14th January 1798, to the Minister of war, in French. The partially printed letter bears the
Cavalry army of Mayence printed heading ...[more]

433

BONNIER D´ALCO ANTOINE: (1750-1799) French Diplomat and member of the National Convention. Bonnier d´Alco voted in favour of
the execution of King Louis XVI. Rare A.L.S., `Bonnier´, two pages, Rastadt, 15th March 1799, to his friend Jean François Curée de
l´Herault, member of the Council of 500, in ...[more]

437

WIRION LOUIS: (1764-1810) French General of the Gendarmerie. Rare A.L.S., Wirion, one page, folio, Verdun, 23rd January 1804, to
the Minister of war, in French. The document bears at the heading an attractive and rare French Revolution vignette “In Legibus Salus”.
Wirion, in his capacity as Commanda ...[more]

438

VALÉE SYLVAIN: (1773-1846) French general and Marshal. A good set of two lengthy letters, the first being an A.L.S, with paraph,
three pages, 4to, Rosenberg, 8th May [1807], to his wife, in French. Valée refers to his situation at the Headquarters stating in part `If all
the people who think that it ...[more]

439

VALÉE SYLVAIN: (1773-1846) French general and Marshal. A.L.S., `Le Gral. Valée´, one n.p., n.d., to Colonel François Anthoine, in
French. Valée asks his correspondent to send him the orders or letters received from the Minister referring to `the award to grant or the
rental amount or indemnity for t ...[more]

440

DUFOUR FRANÇOIS BERTRAND : (1765-1832) French General of the revolution and first Empire. A very interesting L.S., Dufour, two
pages, folio, n.p., May 1807, in French. The document bears the heading of the 10th Corps of the Grande Armée, is entitled `Report of
the trenches General Officer during the ...[more]

447

CISALPINE REPUBLIC: A good A.L.S., by Captain Malavasi, `Salut Rispetto - Malavasi´, one page, folio, Bolonia, 2nd December 1798,
to the war Minister, in Italian. The letter bears an attractive vignette to the heading, above the printed title “Liberta - Amor Della Patria Equaglianza”. The Cisalpin ...[more]

448

DUBOIS ANTOINE : (1756-1837) French Surgeon. Appointed Chief Surgeon of the Egypt expedition by Napoleon and accoucheur of
Marie-Louise. A.L.S., `Ant. Dubois´, one page, 4to, Paris, 17th November 1804, to Jean-Baptiste Laribeau, in French. Dubois, in his
capacity as professor of the Parisian medical ...[more]

456

PEREIRA FORJAZ MIQUEL: (1769-1827) Portuguese General, 9th Count of Feira. A very interesting A.L.S., Forjaz two pages, 4to,
Belem, Portugal, 9th February 1812, to British Ambassador, Charles Stuart, in French. Pereira states in part `My dear Sir, I have also
received a very detailed letter right no ...[more]

467

BERTHIER LOUIS-ALEXANDRE: (1753-1815) Marshal of France, Prince of Neuchatel. Chief of Staff under Napoleon. Rare A.L.S.,
Berthier, two pages, 4to, Versailles, 19th September 1790, to Guignard de Saint-Priest, in French. Berthier, in his capacity as General of
the Versailles National Guard, reports ...[more]

468

JOURDAN JEAN BAPTISTE: (1762-1833) Marshal of France. A good multiple L.S., Paris, 5th January 1798, to the Executive Directory
of Paris, to war Commissair Hourier, in French. Signed by Jourdan, Henry Frégeville, Convention deputies Jean Joseph Debry, Louis
Jacques Savary, Henry Joseph Cochet, also ...[more]

475

BERNADOTTE JEAN-BAPTISTE: (1763-1844) Marshal of France, Prince de Pontecorvo and King Charles XIV John of Sweden and
Norway 1818-44. L.S., J.B. Bernadotte, with large flourish underneath, with holograph sentence, two pages, folio, Hanover, 3rd
September 1804, to General Rivaud, in French. Bernadott ...[more]

482

BERTHIER LOUIS-ALEXANDRE: (1753-1815) Marshal of France, Prince of Neuchatel. Chief of Staff under Napoleon. Two good
documents signed by Marshal Berthier. A good and interesting L.S., Alexandre, two pages, 4to, Paris, 24th December 1811, to Marshal
Soult, in French. Berthier forwards the Emperor or ...[more]

488

CLARKE HENRI JACQUES GUILLAUME: (1765-1818) Marshal of France in 1816, one of six created under King Louis XVIII from 181524. Duc de Feltre and Minister of War under Napoleon. L.S., Duc de Feltre, with four holograph lines annotation beneath, two pages,
folio, Paris, 6th July 1813, to Marshal Jourd ...[more]

490

[SOULT NICOLAS JEAN DE DIEU]: (1769-1851) Marshal of France, Duc de Dalmatie. An interesting and lengthy contemporary
manuscript, nineteen pages, 4to, being the transcriptions of the Cadiz Regency gazette and the Madrid gazette, dated 23rd January and
11th February 1813. The provenance being Marshal ...[more]

491

VICTOR-PERRIN CLAUDE: (1764-1841) Marshal of France. Minister of war. Duc de Belluno. L.S., `De Bellune´, with a three lines
holograph post-scriptum, two pages, folio, Paris, 8th July 1822, to General Pamphile de la Croix, in French. The letter bears to the upper
left corner three printed heading of ...[more]

493

VICTOR-PERRIN CLAUDE: (1764-1841) Marshal of France. Duc de Belluno. An interesting L.S., Le Mal de Bellune, one page, 4to,
Paris, 22nd November 1816, to the Treasurer of the Dragons Regiment of the Royal Guard, in French. Marshal Victor has been
informed about the events happened and states in par ...[more]

494

VICTOR-PERRIN CLAUDE: (1764-1841) Marshal of France. Duc de Belluno. L.S., De Belluno, one page, 8vo, Paris, 9th September
1822, to an unidentified Count, in French. Victor, in his capacity as Marshal and Minister of War states in part `I hasten to inform you
that the King, as per his order from the ...[more]

497

DUPUYTREN GUILLAUME : (1777-1835) Baron Dupuytren. French military Surgeon. Best known for his description of the Dupuytren´s
contracture which is named after him. A brilliant Teacher and a gifted Surgeon who leaded important contributions to medicine and
surgery. L.S., `Dupuytren´, one page, 4to, P ...[more]

498

PERCY PIERRE-FRANÇOIS: (1754-1825) French Doctor and Chief Surgeon of the Grande Armée during the Napoleonic wars. He
invented a new kind of ambulance usable on battlefield. A good set of three documents, including an A.L.S., `Percy´, two pages, folio, ,
n.p., 10th July 1818, to Saucerotte, in Frenc ...[more]

499

HEURTELOUP NICOLAS : (1750-1812) French chief Surgeon of the Grande Armée, after succeeding Pierre-François Percy. Napoleon
highly valued Heurteloup´s participation at Wagram. A.L.S., `Heurteloup´, one page, 4to, Paris, 30th April 1807, in French. The partially
printed document being a certificate, ...[more]

500

DESGENETTES RENÉ & COSTE JEAN-FRANÇOIS : René Nicolas Dufriche-Desgenettes (1762-1837) Baron Desgenettes. One of the
most renowned French military doctors. Desgenettes was the chief doctor of the Grande Armée and was present in Egypt, Russia and
Waterloo under Napoleon, later appointed chief doc ...[more]

503

WELLINGTON DUKE OF: (1769-1852) Anglo-Irish Field Marshal & British Prime Minister 1828-30, 1834. A.L.S., The Duke of
Wellington, in the third person, one page, London, 30th November 1834, to Mrs. Huntley. Wellington asks his correspondent to call upon
him at Apsley House tomorrow morning at 11 ...[more]

510

BONAPARTE CAROLINE: (1782-1839) Queen Consort of Naples 1808-15, wife of Joachim Murat. Younger sister of Napoleon
Bonaparte. L.S., Caroline, one page, 4to, brown paper, 8th January 1821, to Count Thibaudeau, in French. Caroline Bonaparte
expresses her trouble having been forbidden any contact with ...[more]

513

MURAT ACHILLE: (1801-1847) Prince Murat. Eldest son of Joachim Murat, King of Naples and brother in law of Napoleon. Achille went
into exile in Austria when his father was executed, and later would emigrate to US, dropping his titles. L.S., `Achille Murat´, one page,
4to, Ath, 19th October 1831, to ...[more]

514

BONAPARTE MATHILDE: (1820-1904) French Princess of San Donato. Daughter of Jerome Bonaparte and niece of Napoleon
Bonaparte. A.L.S., with her unusual full name autograph `Mathilde Bonaparte Demidof´, two pages, 8vo, n.p., 24th June, n.y., to an
unidentified correspondent , in French. Princess Mathil ...[more]

521

[CLUNY ABBEY]: Benedictine monastery in Cluny, France, dedicated to St. Peter. Its earliest basilica was the largest church one in the
world until the St. Peter´s construction began in Rome. Rare 14th century parchment with an extremely attractive large wax seal, one
page, oblong large folio, Cesena ...[more]

526

PHILIP III: (1578-1621) King of Spain 1598-1621. D.S., Yo el Rey, as King, a bold and large good youth signature example, one page,
folio, Royal Palace of Valencia, 1st of February 1602, to Juan Alfonso Pimentel y de Herrera, Count of Benavente, Captain General of
the Kingdom of Valencia, in Spanish ...[more]

529

JOHN I, DUKE OF BOURBON: (1380-1434) John I supported the Orleans against the Bourgogne, defended Bourges, but was captured
at the battle of Azincourt and died imprisoned in London in spite of promising to support Henry VI King of England. Rare manuscript
letter, one page, oblong 8vo, parchment, Men ...[more]

530

HENRY III OF FRANCE: (1551-1589) King of France 1574-89. Last French king of the House of Valois. Assassinated. A good D.S.,
`Henry´, one page, parchment, oblong folio, Paris, 26th February 1578, to Robert de la Vieuville, in old French. The King grants salaries
and confirms payments agreed to Rober ...[more]

533

ANNE OF AUSTRIA: (1601-1666) Queen of France 1615-43 as spouse of King of France Louis XIII, and Regent of France during the
minority of her son Louis XIV, 1643-51. During her regency Cardinal Mazarin served as France´s chief Minister. Anne of Austria was a
Spanish Princess, daughter of King of Spai ...[more]

540

PHILIPPE OF ORLEANS: (1869-1926) Prince Philippe d'Orléans, Duke of Orléans. Son of the Count of Paris and claimant to the throne
of France. A good and unusual signed and inscribed 6 x 9 photograph, the Jacousen image, from Bergen, depicting Prince Philippe in a
half length profile pose, wearing uni ...[more]

542

FREDERICK II: (1712-1786) King of Prussia 1740-86, known as Frederick the Great. L.S., `Friedrich´, one page, 4to, Ruppin, 13th May
1735, to the Finance Minister von Marschall, in German. The King refers to the letter received from his correspondent and thanks him
for the troubles he got involved in ...[more]

550

WILHELMINA: (1880-1962) Queen of the Netherlands 1890-1948. Vintage signed sepia 2 ½ x 4 carte de visite photograph of
Wilhelmina, the image depicting the 17 year old Queen in a three quarters pose. Photographed by Kameke of La Haye (The Hague).
Signed and inscribed 'Koningin der Nederlanden, Wilhel ...[more]

587

THATCHER MARGARET - FALKLANDS: (1925-2013) British Prime Minister 1979-90. A good and attractive multiple signed F.D.C, one
page, oblong 4to, Pot Stanley, 14th June 1992. Signed in bold blue ink `Margaret Thatcher´, at the base of the envelope front, also
signed by five additional personalities, inc ...[more]

594

PERON ISABEL MARTINEZ DE: (1931- ) Maria Estela Martinez Cartas. President of Argentina 1974-76. She was the first woman to
have held the title of President of any republic in the American continent. Third wife of President Juan Peron. During her husband´s third
term as President 1973-74 she served ...[more]

595

PINOCHET AUGUSTO: (1915-2006) Chilean Dictator 1973-90. Unusual signed 7 x 9.5 photograph by Pinochet, the image depicting the
dictator standing in a three quarter length pose, wearing his uniform, alongside a group of young students and teachers. Signed `A.
Pinochet´, in bold black ink to a clear a ...[more]

598

TOLBERT JR. WILLIAM R.: (1913-1980) Liberian President 1971-80. Assassinated during a coup d'etat led by Samuel Doe. Signed 8 x
10 photograph of Tolbert Jr. standing in a full length pose and holding a ceremonial baton in one hand. Photograph by Vincent, official
photographer of the Executive Mansio ...[more]

600

MARCOS FERDINAND: (1917-1989) President of the Philippines 1965-86. Marcos ruled brutally under martial law from 1972 to 1981.
Signed and inscribed 8 x 10 photograph, the image showing a Marcos in a close-up head and shoulders smiling pose. Signed and
inscribed in 1978, in bold dark blue ink, to a c ...[more]

609

[LUTETIA-PARIS]: Atractive 10 x 16 wouldcut engraving depicting the city of Paris (Lutetia), to the cover page of a work in Latin, entitled
`Augustini Hipponensis - Episcopi, Operum, Parsiis. 1614´, related to St-Augustine of Hippo. With a hand written annotation referring to
the library of the Carm ...[more]

612

JAURES JEAN: (1859-1914) French Politician. Antimilitarist. A French Left historical figure. Assassinated. A good L.S., Jean Jaures,
one page, 4to, Paris, 20th December 1907, on the Deputies Chamber printed stationery, to an Academy inspector, in French. Flattered
with the proposal received from his ...[more]

616

ITALY: Selection of signed postcards, photograph, T.Ls.S., F.D.C, and clipped piece, by various Italian politicians, comprising Umberto
II of Italy (2) (1904-1983) King of Italy, 1946, The May King, Marie-José of Belgium (1906-2001) Last Queen of Italy, the May Queen,
Queen consort as wife of Umbert ...[more]

625

[JAPAN]: Unusual drawn and written attractive document, being a Japanese city map [C.19th century] with lengthy carefully written
information. Large foldable city map of Osaka-Kyoto, small 8vo when folded, 31 x 11.5 fully opened, fully drawn and written to recto and
verso, partially coloured, in Jap ...[more]

626

GROMYKO ANDREI: (1909-1989) Soviet Politician. Minister of Foreign affairs 1957-85, and Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet 1985.88. Signed folding 7 x 9 white card, the attractive document being issued to commemorate the 50 years of the Soviet
Diplomatic Service 1917-1967, and is dated ...[more]

641

BORODIN MICHEL DE: Russian General under King Ferdinand I. A good and cleanly written A.L.S., `Michel de Borodin´, three pages,
folio, Naples, 24th May 1802, to the King of Naples and Sicily, in French. Borodin, before leaving, thanks the King for the chest received,
explains that he is honoured ser ...[more]

642

NICHOLAS I: (1796-1855) Emperor of Russia 1825-55. L.S., Nicholas, in Cyrillic, one page, folio, Saint Petersburg, 7th May 1832, to
Baron Pahlen, in Cyrillic. The document being a decree to the Chapter of Russian Imperial Royal Orders, with the attestation of the
Archpriest of Riga´s St. Peter and S ...[more]

658

[NICHOLAS II CORONATION PROGRAMME]: A rare and very attractive large 12 x 17 luxury programme for the performances held in
the Imperial Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow, 17th May 1896, and for the public festivities on the occasion of the Holy Coronation of Tsar
Nicholas II, in Cyrillic. The programme, consi ...[more]

